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TOWARDS AN EXPLANAnON OF THE FRANCONIAN TONE
 
ACCENTS 1
 
by Michiel de Vaan - Leiden
 
1. Introduction 
1.1 Although the synchronic function and the diachronic distribution of 
the two distinctive tone accents which constitute the Rhineland Accen­
tuation (RhA)2 are fairly well known, it is still regarded as unknown 
when and how they arose. The main purpose of this paper is to get a 
clearer view of the possibilities for a solution. Two earlier attempts at 
an explanation, by Bach (1921) and van Wijk (1935, 1936, 1939) will 
playa prominent role. 
. Besides, the RhA has hitherto not received the attention it deserves 
within the field of comparative Germanic linguistics. This paper may 
serve to open the discussion on the form and function of the RhA 
among linguists not native from the area. 
1.2 The most recent and excellent survey of the form and function of 
the RhA, accompanied by a history of research, is offered by Schmidt 
1986. Especially his endeavour to establish a clear and simple use of 
terms is praiseworthy, and we may start the search for a historical 
explanation from his work. 
2. The tone accents 
2.1 Following the practice of indicating the Scandinavian tone accents 
as accent I and accent 2, Schmidt proposes to call the Franconian 
accents- tone accent I (TA l) and tone accent 2 (TA 2). These arbitrary 
terms remove the confusion which the earlier descriptive names 
1 For comments on an earlier version of this paper I am grateful to Jan Goossens. 
2 In German, Rheinische Akzeniuierung, Another frequent term for the phenome­
non as a whole is Rheinische Scharfung, In Dutch, the word polytonie (poly­
tonicity) is frequently applied. 
3 Schmidt concludes with the proposal to refer to the accents as mittelfrdnkische 
Tonakzente (Central Franconian tone accents), but since South Low Franconian also 
shares this phenomenon, it is better to speak about Franconian accents. It seems 
that Schmidt is not aware of this problem; he probably includes Limburg in the 
Ripuarian dialects. 
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favoured'[. It may be noted that as early as 1920, Schrijnen (41ff.) 
consistently referred to TAl and TA 2 as «accent 1» and «accent 2». 
2.2 The geographical distribution of the RhA is indicated on the map. 
The southern border is based on the conclusions of Schmidt (1986: 
228), whereas the northern and eastern limits have been drawn ac­
cording to the summary in Wiesinger (1970 1: 64f.), where the various 
sources are referred to. In Dutch and Belgian Limburg, the limits of the 
RhA have been determined by Schrijnen (1920: 415) and Stevens 
(1952: 15f.) respectively. The western border is set by the Germano­
Romance language frontier (Schmidt p. 128-9). In general, nearly all of 
the Central Franconian area, which consists of Ripuarian to the North 
and Moselle Franconian to the South of the Eifel, has the RhA. In ad­
dition, the RhA is found in the majority of the Dutch and Belgian Lim­
burg dialects, which are South Low Franconian. 
2.3 All dialects in question have a phonological opposition between 
short and long vowels. TAl and TA 2 can form a distinctive feature of 
long vowels, diphthongs and of short vowels followed by one or more 
sonorants (r, I, m , n, a) or a sonorant plus an obstruent. It is 
Schmidt's merit to have shown that the tone accents are not only pro­
>HO"""" nounced in isolation, but are used with the same articulatory, acoustic 
o 
and auditive properties in sentence contexts (Schmidt 1986: 143-208). 
The realization of the tone accents is largely the same in most of the 
dialects, TAl being the shorter one of the two, with an initial high 
pitch which suddenly and continuously decreases, giving the general 
impression of a falling tone. TA 2 is in many cases characterized by a 
second frequency peak, and the fall in pitch is much less than with TA 
1. Especially the Dutch terms stoottoon 'thrusting tone' for TAl and 
sleeptoon 'slurring tone' for TA 2 are very apt in this respect. 
2.4 Different notationsf for TAl and TA 2 have been used. Since the 
4 A whole spectrum of terms has been applied to TA 1 and TA 2 in the past. The 
most important of them are (after Schmidt 1986: 1-2) in German Korreption, Aku­
tus, rheinischer Akzent, Brechung ;Zirkumflex, zweigipfliger Akzent, Stosston, 
Schdrfung, Kiirzungsakzent for TA 1, in Dutch valtoon or stoottoon; for TA 2 we 
find German Schwebelaut, Gravis, Dehnung, nicht zirkumfiektierte Betonung, Ein­
gipfligkeit, Zirkumflexion, Zweigipfligkeit, Nichtscharfung, Tragheitsakzent, Deh­
nungsakzent, in Dutch sleeptoon, The English survey of Newton (I990) refers to 
TAl as Correption. 
5 The true value of this isog1osswas recognized by Leenen 1952: 396f. 
6 The following cover symbols are used here: V =any vowel, R =any resonant 
(r,l,m,n,n), C =any consonant, T =any voiceless obstruent, D =any voiced 
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1920's, the system of using IV:I for a vowel with TA 1 and IV.! or IVI 
for a vowel with TA 2 has been the most used. TA 1 on a diphthong 
was indicated with IV'R.I. This has the decided disadvantage that the 
symbol [V:] is the IPA symbol for a long vowel. Schmidt (1986: XIII) 
introduces the use of superposed 1 and 2 for the indication of TAl and 
TA 2 respectively, e.g. Ripuarian IZ£1 11 'sieve' versus IZS121 'she'. The 
latter system will be applied here. 
3. Distribution 
3.1 The diachronic distribution of TAl and TA 2 obeys the same rules 
in most of the central dialects. TAl is regularly found on the reflexes 
of MHG <I, UO, <5 (Wgm. *au) and their umlaut products, of MHG ie ( 
Wgm. * e2 and *eo) and e (Wgm. *ai). Examples from in and around 
the city of Aachen are s::J:1!,(a) sheep', ki.el s 'cheese', sto:1I'chair', 
me.y! 'tired',jru.a1s 'big', hy.ol re 'to hear', bre:1!,letter' and mi.o! 
'more' (Welter 1938: 67ff.). We shall term TA 1 on these vowels 
spontaneous TA 1. 
TAl is found conditioned by a following originally voiced word­
internal consonant on the correspondences of MHG ii, ou and their um­
laut products, of MHG i and ei, as well as on long vowels from Open 
Syllable Lengthening (OSL) of short vowels, and on short vowels in a 
closed syllable before a liquid or a nasal. Examples with these se­
quences from the Aachen region are du.l zont 'thousand', otlx 'eye', 
myil s e de.l bo.el x'mice', bli.Iv 'to stay', le 'to share', 'bow', loq! 
'lung'. TAlon these vocalic sequences shall be referred to as com­
binatory TAL 
In all other sequences that can receive a tone accent, TA 2 is found, 
e.g. in the Aachen region mu.ls 'mouse', bo.tm 'tree',jri:2s 'grey', 
zu.lp» 'to booze', doil] 'baptism', pi:2f 'pipe', beilsel 'chisel', 
ma:2xa'to make', tS::J:2t 'sort'. 
This distribution is termed Rule A by Schmidt 1986. The opposite is 
found in an eastern comer of the RhA area, where Rule B applies (see 
the map; for details of the geographical distribution, cf. Wiesinger 1970 
I: 66, 127). 
The most detailed publication about Rule B tone accents is Bach 
1921. The old long vowels and diphthongs that have TA 1 in Rule A 
have TA 2 in Arzbach and vice versa, but the short vowels show a 
deviant behaviour. When lengthened in open syllable they receive TAl 
as in Rule A (ga.lbl, 'fork', so.lma 'summer', even e.l s» 'to eat'), but 
obstruent, D = any voiced fricative. 
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where apocope took place or loss of an intervocalic h or g, TA 2 is 
found (j::J:2n 'flag', om da:2 'am Tage', w::J:2n 'wagon'). As expected 
for Rule B, the sequence *VRT yields TA 1 (woll eg 'cloud') and 
*VRD gives TA 2 (jo[2ja 'to follow'), but lengthening always results in 
TA 1 (sda:1I'stable', wu.ar! am 'worm'). Short vowels in front of an 
obstruent or a single resonant display TA 2 (ka2ds 'cat',fa 2da 'father', 
hu2ya 'hunger', em sda.n2 'im Stande' = 'able'). 
Bach's transcription thus hints at a correlation between short quantity 
and TA 2, which casts doubts on the validity of his evidence to prove a 
historical distribution opposite to that of Rule A. In a Rule A area, the 
shorter duration is associated with TAl; finding old long * <I, * <5 and * 
e to have TA 2 in Arzbach according to Bach opens the possibility that 
he has merely mixed up the terms for TAl and TA 2, the dialect 
belonging to Rule A. Note also the uncertainty which Bach expresses 
(1921: 269, 274) about his ability to distinguish TA 1 and TA 27. In 
other places, the results of the diphthongization of * i and * ii seem 
indeed to point to a Rule B distribution of tone accents (cf. Wiesinger 
1970 I: 127), but a more accurate analysis of the Westerwald situation 
can not be given for lack of relevant information. 
Further to the west, Schmidt 1986: 239ff. has established a partial 
Rule B distribution of the RhA in a central Hunsruck area stretching 
roughly from Bernkastel-Kues on the Moselle to the SW8. He takes his 
evidence from the Mittelrheinischer Sprachatlas (MRhSA), to which he 
had access before it was published. His map of the opposition 'brews' 
- 'bride' (* braw»: - *brut) shows expected brault - Brault in most of 
the places but reversed brault - Brault in the central Hunsruck, as in 
Rule B. Schmidt claims that words with spontaneous TAl follow Rule 
A in this area, while combinatory TAl is assigned according to Rule B; 
his sources are two unpublished dialect descriptions of the villages 
Morbach and Horath. 
In his review of the first two volumes of the MRhSA, Goossens 
1997: 170ff. (apparently unaware of Schmidt 1986: 239ff.) also 
suggests that the area near Bernkastel has Rule B. Although the 
MRhSA provides enough evidence for the combinatory TA9. the old 
7 Similar doubts about Bach's data were expressed by Kunee 1967: 97. 
8 Peter Wiesinger kindly informs me that Peetz 1989 has been able to establish 
Rule B 'inselhaft' for the central Hunsnick area. I was unable to consult her study. 
9 The MRhSA provides the TA evidence for the following forms: vol. I: map 27 
Knie, 69 Kleider, 70 Kleid, 78 Biiume , 79lauft, 87 Auge, 88 taub; vol. II 102 
Seide, 103 Eis, 116 Lduse, 117 feucht, 130 Haus (Dat.sg.), 131 Haus (Nom.sg.), 
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long vowels * ii, * 6, * eare represented only by 'knee' and 'woe', so 
that Goossens did not distinguish the full pattern visible to Schmidt. In­
deed, both Knie and weh appear with TA 1 around Bernkastel, so that 
the partial rule inversion claimed by Schmidt may be accepted. 
Other areas with more than one deviation from Rule A occuriv (just 
west of the Rhine, between Boppard and St. Goar; around Bitburg), 
but nowhere is the pattern as clear as in the Hunsriick area SW of Bern­
kastel. 
3.2 Towards the periphery of the RhA area, in the areas indicated on 
the map, combinatory TAl is restricted to apocopated words. Dis­
cussions of this additional condition can be found e.g. in Kern 1909 for 
Maastricht and in Dols 1953: 26ff., who wrote about the Sittard dialect. 
An example from his town is ba.ln 'road' versus ba.lne 'roads', with 
regular TA 1 in the singular from "ba.ne < "bans. The opposition of 
monosyllabic forms with TAl versus disyllabic TA 2 forms has spread 
to other paradigms where originally both forms had TAl, e.g. Sittard 
m:1:1n - mo.ln» 'moon' for *m:1:1n - *m:1:1ne. 
Analogical leveling (termed 'syllable principle' by Dols), different 
from dialect to dialect, is attested in the entire area where combinatory 
TAl is linked with apocope. Grootaers 1908-09 for Tongeren, Goos­
sens 1959: l47f. for Genk and Verbeek 1994: 52 for Kinrooi (NE Bel­
gian Limburg) note that TA 2 is often found when the second syllable 
was preserved. Since these dialects lie further to the west '- and there­
fore further removed from the central RhA area - than the dialects of 
Dutch Limburg with a stricter distribution according to apocope, we can 
assume analogical spread of TAl in Belgian Limburg to disyllabic 
forms. As appears from Goossens' evidence, TAlon disyllables is 
mainly found in infinitives (e.g. Genk j:1:1ya 'to hunt') and in the 
masc.sg. form of adjectives (e.g. lo.lme 'lame' masc.sg.), where it can 
easily have been adopted from the 123sg. verb forms (e.g. elx ja.lx 'I 
hunt') and the fem.sg. and the pl. adj. forms (e.g. lo.lm 'lame' fem.sg. 
and pl.) respectivelyu, 
138 weh; vol. III 225 Hunde, 226 Hund, 276 Herde, 277 Herd. 
10 Some of these deviations will be due to paradigmatic leveling, as in the 
Nom.sg. and Dat.sg, of Haus. For Herde 'herd', which has TA 2 in many places SE 
of the Moselle, the vowel quality may have played a role: the area shows TAl 
when the vowel is [E:], but TA 2 for [e:], i.e, he ,Jrds but he..2rda. 
11 Goossens (by letter) points out to me that one may also take the opposite 
position, viz. that Limburg too originally had TAl in disyllables, but replaced it 
by TA 2 through analogy. This would enhance the coherence between the centre of 
The isogloss between the western, Limburg area with this extra con­
dition for TAl and the eastern area without it lies somewhere between 
Maastricht and Aachen, but the distribution differs from lexeme to 
lexeme. Its course in the south of Limburg has been discussed by 
Goossens (l965b: 3lff. and 1975: 48ff.). Further to the east, apocope 
after a voiced consonant as an extra condition for TA 1 has been 
established for the area around Krefeld (Ramisch 1908: 9ff.), for Dor­
magen (Norrenberg 1884) and for Miihlheim an der Ruhr (Maurmann 
1898). In the Bergian Land.the working of Rule A diminishes towards 
the northeast through intermediate stages as described by Wiesinger 
1975: 75 on a map of that area. The inner string of dialects demands a­
apocope after OSL for TAlon old short vowels, the second string on 
all sequences with combinatory TAl, while the outmost corner has a­
apocope as a necessary condition for TAlon any vowel. 
Similarly in parts of the southwestern RhA area, TAl is often re­
stricted to monosyllables. The evidence to this effect has been put to­
gether by Wiesinger 1970 I: 126,255, 33lf. and 1970 II: 48, 178, but 
it is difficult to decide whether Luxemburg and the Saarland point to an 
original phonetic restriction of TAl to apocopated words or to a more 
recent analogical spread of TA 2· in disyllables. The different, some­
times even contradictory dialect monographs of this area cast doubts on 
their reliability when it comes to distinguishing TAl and TA 2, cf. for 
a criticism Schmidt 1986: 94ff. 
As for Germany, the MRhSA does not show clear signs of re­
strictions on TAl, but note that this atlas does not contain any evidence 
on the TA of disyllables with old long vowels. 
For Vianden in Luxemburg, Engelmann 1910 reports a general agree­
ment with the distributional rules of the central RhA area, but also a 
widespread replacement of TA 1 by TA 2 in disyllables, especially 
those with * i, * t1 and old diphthongs. Monosyllables with TA 1 in 
Vianden are always realized with a glottal stop (e.g.j:1:?lr 'year', dei?lf 
'deep'), which is absent from disyllables. The reason for TA 2 in e.g. 
the RhA area and the periphery, since TAl would have arisen in all sequences with 
intervocalic voiced consonant(s), to be replaced by TA 2 in disyllables in certain 
peripheric areas. - Two objections may be made. Firstly, this scenario would imply 
many similar but independent analogical replacements in peripheric dialects, which 
runs Counter to an economical interpretation of the geographical distribution. 
Secondly, a linguistic motivation for the partial replacement of TA I by TA 2 in 
disyllables would be lacking if the dialects originally had side by side words with 
TAl in all forms and words with TA 2 in all forms. 
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lau-den 'to ring', daitv el 'devil', etc. may thus lie in the absence of 
the glottal stop, which was perceived as a typical TAl feature. Both 
Echternach (Palgen 1931) and Esch sur Alzette (Palgen 1948) have TA 
1 only on monosyllables; disyllables with TAl simply do not occur, 
which points to a comprehensive analogical replacement ofTAl by TA 
212. The vowel quality often betrays earlier TA 1, for instance, * u1 in 
Esch yields au (daul!,pigeon'), *u2 yields :JU (h:Ju2s 'house'); the dif­
ferent vowels in e.g. dauzent '1000' and bousen 'outside' allow us to 
reconstruct *dul zont. and *buZsan in accordance with the general rule. 
A clear picture of the situation in the eastern regions (Siegerland, 
Westerwald) is lacking for want of useful monographs. 
3.3 Goossens (1959: 149) claims that the dialect of Genk distinguishes 
between the OSL products of the short vowels Wgm. *a (and its 
secondary umlaut) and *e on the one hand, which have combinatory 
TA I, and *ii, *i, *o/*u on the other hand, with spontaneous TA 2. He 
quotes (p. 208) remarks by Frings (1916: 28f.), that a similar re­
striction to low vowels occurs in southwestern Moselle Franconian. 
In principle, such a situation is quite possible, but Goossens' evi­
dence (apocopated words with original voiced syllable boundary) for 
TA 2 on *ii, *i, *o/*u is rather flimsy. For TA 2 on *ii and *i only 
singular verb forms are adduced which stand beside plural and in­
finitive forms with TA 2, ?nd synchronically deverbative nouns (e.g. 
spi.l»! 'game' to spi.s olo 'to play'). His three exceptions for *ii, viz. 
e:1k 'vinager' (Wgm. *adik-), e.lx 'harrow' and me.lr 'mare' are lexi­
cany isolated and must have phonetic TA 1, just like we:lj'widow', 
wi.l r 'again' (*i), sto.lf 'susve: and vo.l r 'furrow'U. 
3.4 The distribution of reflexes of the old long vowels *uo and *ie is 
congruent with the range of the RhA. On the whole, these vowels show 
mid high reflexes [e:J and [o.] in Central Franconian while the adjacent 
12 Probably a productive rule: Palgen notes TA 2 for recent disyllables with a 
falling diphthong such as Echternach j .:>UD 'year', Sw.:> UD 'brother-in-law' ('swar < 
'Swapr),1D 'honour' (German Ehre); cf. Wiesinger 1970 I: 255. 
13 The only embarrassing forms in Goossens' evidence are zu:2 ;;} g 'sow', zu:2;;}n 
'son' and di:2;;} r 'door'. These words are reported with TA 2 in other Limburg dialects 
too. A comparison of the entries 'son' and 'door' in the 1962 volume of the RND 
(only tone accent notations of Stevens are reliable. cf. Goossens 1965b: 35) shows 
that 'son' has TA 2 on its long vowel in all of southernmost SLFranconian from 
west to east, while 'door' is realized with TA 2 from the western intonation frontier 
to Millen and Rijkhoven in the southeast of Belgian Limburg, but from there east­
ward with TAl. Maybe these words underwent apocope earlier than the other words. 
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dialects have [i:J and [u:J (or had *1 and "ii, as in Central Hessen), cf. 
Wiesinger 1970 map 12 and 13. The simplest assumption would be that 
Central Franconian has preserved the Wgm. sounds *e and *6 as such. 
Against the latter possibility, Wiesinger 1970 II: 4lf. objects that the 
Central Franconian dialects have kept the reflexes of *au (MHG 6) and 
*6 separated, viz. as [u:J or [uaJ and [o.] respectively. He argues that 
*au would have merged with *6 if *6 had not changed to *uo, because 
*au would have passed [o:J on its way to lu.l-
This line of reasoning is not compelling, since "{au] can easily have 
developed to [ :J:J and then to [ueJ straight away, just like the Proto-Ro­
mance opposition O::J (from Latin *6: 0) changed to 0: ue in Spanish 
and to 0 : uo (in open syllable) in Italian. We can imagine that *ai and 
*au developed into *e and *:J first in Central Franconian, and then 
diphthongized into [iaJ and [ue]. Independent confirmation seems to 
come from the reflexes of *a, the i-mutation of *a. Especially in Ripu­
arian, these have often merged with the reflexes of *ai, viz. as liaJ (cf. 
Wiesinger 1970 map 7 and 11). 
It is of course possible that Central Franconian preserved *e and *6 
exactly because they had TAL This means that they do not serve to 
explain the rise of the tone accents, but can have some consequence for 
their dating. Since diphthongization of *0 to uo took place around the 
9th century, the distinctive intonation on that vowel would have been 
present in the Rhineland before that time. 
4. The explanations of Bach and van Wijk 
4.1 From the diachronic explanations proposed for the RhA so far (see 
Schmidt 1986: 39-133), Bach's appears to be the best one. It is sup­
plemented by van Wijk's, which escaped Schmidt's attention. 
4.2 Bach (1921: 280ff.) starts from the phonetic observation that open 
vowels have a longer duration than closed vowels (a fact acknowledged 
as a phonetic universal, see e.g. Lehiste 1970: 18f.). He concludes that 
the peculiar difference between spontaneous TAlon *a, *e and *6 
against combinatory TAl or 2 on *1, *u and *{j and on the diphthongs 
*ei, *ou and *ou, which end in a closed vowel, may reflect a length 
opposition. 
Secondly, Bach notes that the combination VR has a longer duration 
in front of D or in hiatus than in front of T. Again, this difference is 
relevant for the distribution of combinatory TAl in the RhA. 
The vocalic sequences carrying TA 1 can thus be contrasted to those 
with TA 2 by means of their relative length. Following Frings 1916: 
89ff., Bach assumes a rhythmic law to have operated, which aimed at 
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«giving the vocalic parts of isosyllabic words which fill a 'speech 
measure' a normal amount of duration and therefore of energy needed 
for them» (Bach 1921: 282). Assuming the sequences with TAl to 
have been longer than was normal, the rhythmic law served to equate 
the amount of energy used by a speaker to pronounce a sequence at the 
origin of TAl with the energy needed for TA 2. 
Instead of simply shortening the longer vowels and lengthening the 
shorter ones, the RhA area has in Bach's view changed the pitch of 
each class of sounds. The area with Rule B has raised the pitch of the 
shorter sequences ("'i, "'u, *VRT), whereas Rule A dialects shifted the 
energy used for the longer sequences c:e-e-o, *VRD) towards their 
beginning. In both areas, TAl was the result. 
4.3 Schmidt (1986: 138) rejects Bach's theory on two grounds. In the 
first place he remarks that Bach «supposes length differences to be the 
'essential' or 'primary characteristic' of tone accents, for which there 
are no empirical clues.» In the second place, he claims that «it remains 
open, why phonetic phenomena, which can currently be observed 
anywhere (intrinsic and co-articulatory duration differences) would 
have created tone accent differences only in a certain linguistic era and 
dialect connection.» 
This criticism misses the point. Bach does not claim length diffe­
rences to be the essential element of the tone accents, he merely as­
sumes length differences to lie at the basis of a tonal opposition. 
Schmidt's second question is rhetoric, since there are many linguistic 
phenomena which are present in one language but absent from another 
without a visible cause. We must simply accept that languages develop 
differently, and it is the presence, not the absence of tone accents that 
we can try to explain. 
4.4 Had he been acquainted with the work of van Wijk (1935, 1936 
and 1939), Schmidt would have found the linguistic parallels which 
Bach did not provide. In order to explain how the RhA came about, van 
Wijk too builds on the opposition between voiced and voiceless 
consonants. Since his solution has passed almost completely unnoticed 
in the German literature on the subject (it is not mentioned in Schmidt 
1986), I will resume its essence belowi-. 
In his article of 1935, van Wijk regards combinatory TAl as a kind 
of compensatory lengthening of the stressed vowel when the following 
syllable was lost. Just as in Old Polisht> and in Latvian dialects, this 
14Cf. also Goossens 1988: 54-56.
 
15 Van Wijk had already hinted at the parallellism between Old Polish vowel
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vowel lengthening occurs only in front of a voiced consonant, arguably 
because voiceless consonants have a longer duration than voiced ones. 
The lenghtened vowel would have arrived at the same level as "'ii, re. 
and "'0, the vowels with an intrinsic longer duration than "i and "'u, and 
this would explain why we find the same intonation on both classes. 
His parallel is flawed by the restriction he makes regarding apocope. 
Apocope as a necessary condition for TAlon "i, "'u etc. applies to the 
Limburg dialects on which van Wijk based his theory, but not to the 
main body of the RhA area (see above). Van Wijk's omission was 
pointed out by Dols (1936), who objects to the view that TAl is the re­
sult of lengthening; after all, TAl is the shorter variant of both accents. 
He restricts the agreement between Old Polish and the RhA to a «prin­
ciple of voicing, according to which voicing causes a vowel change in 
the syllable, but voicelessness does not.» 
In his reply of 1936 van Wijk admits his error, but sticks to the 
opinion that the merger of spontaneous and combinatory TAl was 
prompted by their relative length in comparison with the sequences that 
received TA 2. A later shortening of long sequences is no problem to 
him, and again he adduces parallels from the Slavic languages to sup­
port this. In Serbo-Croatian, a rising tone has been shortened, whereas 
in the pre-history of Czech and High Sorbian it was a falling tone that 
was shortened. Van Wijk's view implies that TA 1 might be regarded 
as the result of a shortening of a specific intonation. 
Shortly afterwards, van Wijk (1939) found a rather precise parallel 
for such a development in the North Kashubian dialects. Here, the 
original (post-Slavic) lenght opposition on vowels was replaced by an 
intonational opposition when stressed short vowels were lengthened. 
The old long vowels received a 'sharp' tone, the newly lengthened ones 
a 'stretching' tone. Compared with the RhA, Central Franconian seems 
to have developed one stage further, shortening the 'sharp' tone from 
old long vowels. Such a shortening can be taken as the shifting of the 
energy formerly used for the length of the vowel to the intensity, giving 
it an intense but abruptly diminishing voice. We must note that the pa­
rallel between Kashubian and the RhA is imperfect in that new long 
vowels from OSL split into TAl and TA 2 in Central Franconian, and 
were not opposed as a group to the old long vowelsie. 
4.5 Although van Wijk refers to Bach 1921 only in passing (1935: 
lengthening after apocope and the RhA in his inaugural address of 1913 (p. 9-10). 
16Vowel intonation as a distinctive feature of the now extinct Kashubian dialects 
is currently being called into question (Lehiste 1978: 238). 
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4060, it is clear that his view is complementary to Bach's. The latter 
offers the more economical solution, which can do without an additio­
nal shortening of falling tones, and it claims to explain both Rule A and 
Rule B from the same principle. Bach must therefore be credited with 
the hitherto best theoretical framework for the rise of the RhA, while 
van Wijk has furnished the linguistic parallels which confirm the 
possibility of Bach's solution. 
5. A sketch of the diachronic developments 
We can now try to give a comprehensive view of the developments that 
lead to the RhA as we find it. Bach's theory will be used as a general 
frame-work, but some adjustments are necessary. We still need to 
explain why apocope is a necessary condition for combinatory TAl in 
the peripheral areas. Furthermore, we would like to know which 
feature was primary, length or intonation. 
5.1 The marginal position of the dialects with TA 1 conditioned by 
apocope is a strong indication that they have preserved a more archaic 
situation than the central RhA area. Since voicing of the intervocalic 
consonant is the prerequisite for combinatory TAlon both sides of the 
isogloss, both the center and the periphery must have shared the 
intonational difference between vowels in front of voiced and voiceless 
consonants. 
The present difference in the treatment of non-apocopated words 
suggests an innovation from the central area, which failed to reach all 
the dialects with the intonational oppositioni". This innovation must 
have occurred in the stage after the phonemicization of the tone accents 
(i.e. after apocope took place), for otherwise it would be impossible to 
imagine how original disyllables could end up with different TA in 
Limburg, e.g. "va.rst > va.lrt 'he goes' but *va:ran > va:2ra 'to go'. 
5.2 The difference between the old long vowels *II, *t;o *eo *Q, *0 on 
the one hand against "i, *a, *ei, *ou on the other suggests an original 
opposition of longer versus shorter absolute length, as Bach has pro­
posed. 
Strikingly, TA 1 surfaces as the shorter variant of both accents in the 
whole RhA area. We have seen that van Wijk seeks to explain this 
17 This scenario implies that TA 2 is phonetically the older variant, which 
changed into TAl in some environments after which TAl could be introduced into 
other environments as well. The movement from the Central RhA area towards the 
periphery recalls the spread of TAlon certain morphological categories from 
Central Scandinavia to the periphery where TA 2 ruled, cf. Oftedal1952: 214. 
situation by assuming that the originally longer vowels were shortened 
because they had a falling pitch, but this conflicts with the principle that 
we should opt for the most economical solution available. 
We are compelled to assume an original length distinction which was 
accompanied by an intonational difference, in the form of a falling pitch 
on the first class of long vowels but a rising pitch on the second class. 
When OSL occurred, vowels in open syllable before a voiced conso­
nant received a falling pitch too, both the second class of long vowels 
(*i etc.) and the old short vowelsts. In front of a voiceless consonant, 
the intonation remained the rising one it had been. Apocope saw to it 
that the pitches acquired phonemic value, dragging along the old falling 
vowels in waves from the central area. 
5.3 Internal reconstruction suggests the following scheme of de­
velopments: 
1. Pre-OSL: the vowels *II, 's. *e, *Q, *0 had in all positions a falling 
pitch that was phonetically opposed to a rising pitch on *ei, "ou, *i, 
and *a, and probably on short vowels. 
2. OSL: In disyllables, the sequences *eiD, *ouD, »u; -e», *VRD 
and *VD in open syllable also developed a falling pitch, contrary to 
*eiT, *ouT, rsr. *lIT, *VRT, *VT. Of course, this difference may 
already have been present before OSL took place, but at least we cannot 
place it later than OSLo 
3. Apocope: The tonal opposition of falling pitch versus rising pitch 
reached phonemic status through apocope and the devoicing of the 
resulting word-final voiced obstruents. 
4. In non-apocopated words, the tone accent of the sequences *eiD 
etc. changed from TA 2 to TAl, in a development that started from the 
center (Cologne?) and never reached the northern and western fringes 
of the RhA area. 
5.4 Apart from internal reconstruction, one may wonder whether there 
is also comparative evidence to support our claims. Did *II etc. have a 
distinctive intonation from "i etc. elsewhere too? 
We shall look for answers in the Old High German texts (par. 6) and 
in Low German and Scandinavian tonal phenomena (par. 7). 
6. Notker's accentuation system 
6.1 Some scholars have claimed that OHG displayed an intonational 
18This accords well with the general principle of tone languages that a following 
voiced consonant often results in a low or falling pitch on the preceding vowel, 
while voiceless consonants have a raising effect. 
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difference between long vowels on the one hand and short vowels on 
the other. As far as I am aware, nobody has linked the data for this 
hypothesis to the conditions for TAl and TA 2 in the RhA, although 
they are very similar. The theory concerning OHG intonation is at least 
worth a discussion. 
The first comprehensive study of the accentuation marks in the OHG 
manuscripts was made by P. Sievers (1909). Two signs were in use, 
viz. acute (') and circumflex (1\), but in different systems, indicating 
now ictus, then length, sometimes both. The system which will 
concern us here is the one with the most refined and most consequently 
followed distinction between acute and circumflex, the system of the 
Alemannic author Notker Teutonicust". 
Notker (±950 - 1022 AD) provided stressed syllables and those with 
a secondary stress with an accentuation mark. The short vowels and the 
diphthongs ei, ou and iu receive the acute, while the long vowels and 
uo, ie and io get a circumflex, e.g. mdhtigoren 'mightier',fragendo 
'asking', 6uh 'also', sdligheit 'bliss', hertuom 'empire'. Sievers inter­
preted this distinction as a length distinction. 
In 1920, Eduard Sievers published an article on the accentuation 
marks in OHG manuscripts, in which he assumed them to have a 
bearing on the intonation of the words in the sentence, the "sentence 
melody". Sievers argues that words could have a high pitch or a low 
pitch, depending on their function in the sentence, and that it was this 
pitch which the scribes indicated in order to facilitate the reciting of the 
texts. 
His theory was too radical to be accepted, but in passing he made a 
remark about Notker's system which can be summarized as follows: if 
Notker treated the diphthongs ei and 6u differently from te and 110, we 
are hard pressed to assume a length opposition. Could not Notker have 
intended to show a melodic opposition between the vowels, which 
automatically looks to us like a length opposition (1920: 153f.)? 
This suggestion of Sievers' was taken up by Gabriel (1964: 321f., 
1969: 64f.), who reports that he has adopted the idea from the 
teachings of Kranzmayer in Vienna. He does not work with sentence 
melody but assumes the accentuation signs in Notker to reflect two 
different intonations, a rising tone where the acute is written and a 
falling tone in the case of a circumflex. Gabriel is led to believe that 
such an intonational difference must be assumed for the vowel system 
of all OHG, or at least Alemannic, on the basis of the conservative 
19Notker Teutonicus = Notker Labeo = Notker III of St. Gallen. 
dialects of present-day Alemannic. He observes a similar difference be­
tween a rising and a falling tone in several dialects, and remnants of it 
in the vowel developments in other Alemannic dialects. 
Gabriel's theory is adopted without comment by Wiesinger (1983: 
1095ff.), who simply states that OHG probably had an intonational 
difference between long and short vowels. 
6.2 The case for this theory is not so strong, however. Firstly, it is 
based for one part on the different accentuation ei-ou against uo-te in 
Notker, and the assumption that all four diphthongal sequences should 
be long. It is well possible that Notker analyzed ei as short e plus short 
i, and 6u as short 0 plus short u, while hearing 110 as long u plus 0 or 
maybe already as long u plus schwa, and ie as long i plus e or schwa. 
A similar position on Notker's diphthongs is taken by Penzl (1970: 
1(0). Secondly, the intonation of modem Alemannic dialects, archaic 
as they may be, is no guarantee for their OHG ancestors. 
. Notker's accentuation system does not prove an intonational diffe­
rence, since i, U, 0, eand aare treated alike, contrary to what we find in 
the RhA, and because all of the circumflex vowels of Notker's can be 
interpreted as long vowels which are opposed in length to the short 
vowels. 
6.3 If Notker's vowels have no explanatory power for the RhA, the 
different treatment of ei-ou versus ao-te does provide us with a 
linguistic parallel for the difference between TA 1 on *uo-ie versus 
combinatory TA 1 on "ei-ou. Adopting the prudent position of Penzl's 
(l.c.), who regards ei-ou as two short vowels of equal weight, their 
syllabic value would have been identical to that of the sequence VR, 
which in the RhA is subject to combinatory TAl. 
This helps us to understand why *ei and *ou did not receive spon­
taneous TAl in the Rhineland: not because of the vowel height of the 
second element i or u (thus Bach 1921: 282), but because they be­
longed to the prosodic class of short vowels plus a resonant. 
The vowels *i and *ii, which Notker clearly perceived as long 
vowels, remain exceptional. In the RhA, these rather behave like short 
vowels, receiving TA 1 only when originally before a heterosyllabic 
voiced consonant. 
7. Modern Germanic accentuation 
The conditions for the 'overlength' of Low German, the Central Scan­
dinavian tone accents and the sted of West Jutland Danish can be 
precisely described and differ from those in the Rhineland. A genetic 
link between those phenomena and the RhA can therefore not be 
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established. The partially parallel developments do serve to clarify some 
of the details of the RhA, however. 
7.1 In various Low German dialects, a length distinction on old and 
new long vowels arose in disyllables, depending on the phonation of 
the intervocalic consonant-v. In the case of a voiced consonant, the 
vowel acquired a greater length, which became phonemic after apocope 
and the devoicing of final consonants. An example of this is the 
minimal pair ik riet tritt 'I tear' versus ik ried tri.tt 'I ride'. The new 
long vowels are often termed 'overlong', thus suggesting a three-way 
length distinction of short -long - overlong in these dialects (cf. Wie­
singer 1983: 1089-90). It is furthermore assumed that this length 
distinction is sometimes realized as an intonational opposition. 
Kohler (1986: lOff.) has shown that for the high vowels, the length 
opposition in Low German can be regarded as binary, since in most 
cases the old short vowel (*i, *u, *a) is of a different, viz. more open 
quality than the reflexes of the old long vowel. In the case of "'1 and *i, 
the words Iritl and Iri:tl stand beside Inti 'ride'. With mid vowels, the 
lowering of *i,u to [e,o] has in some dialects resulted in a three-way 
length distinction of e.g. lei - Ie.! - le:l, but the functional load of this 
triad is negligible. Furthermore, Kohler has not observed any intonatio­
nal differentiation of vowels in the dialects investigated. 
Yet the condition for the length distinction on old long vowels in 
these Low German dialects is similar to that of combinatory TAl in the 
RhA. The vowel had a longer duration in front of a voiced obstruent 
(Kohler speaks about lenis obstruent as opposed to fortis), and this 
quantity became phonemic through apocope. Kohler emphasizes (1986: 
15) that this lengthening is only present in those words where the 
former voiced consonant came to stand in auslaut and was devoiced. 
Important is furthermore Kohler's conclusion (p.15), that, apparent­
ly, "'1 and "'11 were shortened in front of a voiceless consonant at an 
early stage, while <e and "'6 were not. Kohler ascribes this to the in­
trinsic shorter duration of high vowels; it is exactly parallel to the RhA 
situation. 
7.2 The Scandinavian tone accents which are termed TAl and TA 2 
are found in most of the Norwegian, Swedish and Danish dialects but 
not in Icelandic, Faroese and peripheral dialects such as the Danish of 
Bornholm, southern Jutland and southern Fyn and in West Norse of 
20 Compare Lehiste 1970: 19ff. with cross-linguistic evidence for the influence of 
voicing of a posrvocalic consonant on the preceding vowel. 
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the Bergen area. In general, TAl has the shorter duration andtonally a 
high or a falling pitch, while TA 2 is the longer variant, which may 
often seem to have a second peak of intensity (Haugen 1984: 354 ff.). 
Historically, the opposition arose on disyllabic sequences when old 
monosyllables acquired a second syllable either by univerbation with 
the enclitic article (Norw. *hest-inn 'horse' hestten 'the horse') or by 
syllabification of a final resonant (*akr 'field' a!ker). Those words 
developed TA 1, while the old disyllables got TA 2, e.g. hesttar 
'horses'. In Danish, TA 1 is expressed by a glottal stop after the vowel 
of the first syllable, the so-called sted. 
The origin of the Scandinavian tone accents lies in an earlier different 
intonation of monosyllables versus polysyllables. With the univerbation 
of nouns with their article (between 900 and 1100 AD acc, to Oftedal 
1952: 221), when new polysyllabic words arose from monosyllables, 
the two intonations were phonemicized as tone accents. Oftedal 1952: 
223 suspects that TA 2 words originally had «a fairly strong stress or 
an extra high pitch» on the second syllable, but admits that the causes 
of the distinction between mono- and polysyllables may lie anywhere 
between Proto-Indo-European and 900 AD. 
7.3 The western and northern parts of Jutland present a different 
phenomenon, usually called West Jutland sted, Descriptively, this con­
sists of a glottal stop after a short vowel which was followed by 
intervocalic *pp, *tt, *kk or by an intervocalic cluster of a resonant plus 
*p, *t, *k. 
By the 12th century (Ringgaard 1960: 195), the Old Danish post­
vocalic stops *p, *t, *k had developed into the voiced fricativesfJ, a, 
y21. Long vowels in front of ppltt/kk were shortened, resulting in a 
structural opposition of intervocalic VIT and VRT on the one hand 
against VD on the other hand. A glottal stop developed in front of the 
voiceless consonants, and this glottal stop became phonemic after the 
apocope of final syllables (between 1250 and 1350 AD), generating 
minimal pairs such as kjap 'stick' - kja'b 'sticks' from pre-apocope 
rkep - "keppe or hwalp 'puppy' - hwal'b 'puppies' from *hvalp ­
*hvalpe. Ringgaard (1960: 199) explains the rise of the sted from «an 
attempt to pronounce pure and unaspirated fortes plosives when 
medial», but more explanatory power lies in Jespersen's view (1913: 
23) that the glottal stop was caused by a regressive shift of the vocal 
21 Comparative evidence suggests that this lenition of PGmc. tenues had started 
long before the 12th century, when it appears in the spelling of Old Danish, cf. 
~ttanderI932:286ff. 
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cord occlusion after the vowe122 . 
The discussion of the West Jutland sted can not be disconnected from 
the question of the preaspirated voiceless stops of West Norse, Ice­
landic, Faroese and Scottish Gaelic. Marstrander's proposal (1932: 
298) to ascribe the preaspiration of medial voiceless stops in Gaelic to a 
Norse substratum seems reasonable. He also pointed out (p. 286ff.) 
that several West Norse dialects, Icelandic and Faroese share the 
weakening of the PGm. medial tenues, which he attributes to a com­
mon Danish origin from before the colonization of southwestern Nor­
way. Since the West Norse, Icelandic and Faroese preaspirations have 
the same distribution as the West Jutland sted, which we have ex­
plained from a voicing opposition on medial obstruents, they may have 
arisen by the same process Jespersen assumed for the Jutland st(2Sd23• 
7.4 In conclusion, Low German offers a parallel for the distinction 
between high and lower vowels which is crucial for the explanation of 
the RhA. Of course, the Central Franconian vowels *i and *u with TA 
2 remained long, e.g. hu.ss 'house', and are as such opposed to short 
lui, so that an early shortening as Kohler assumes for Low German 
cannot have applied in Central Franconian. Nonetheless, relative short­
ness of "i and *u may have been a common cause of the short reflexes 
in Low German and TA 2 on these vowels in the Rhineland. 
We have also taken the difference between intervocalic voiced and 
voiceless consonants to be the cause of the West Jutland sted, but the 
latter must be analyzed as a feature of the consonant rather than of the 
vowel. 
22 Ringgaard actually quotes Jespersen in full on p. 108, but in the English sum­
mary on p. 199, the main argument is left out. Jespersen writes (in my translation) 
that "we had p, t. k with simultaneous glottal and oral closure, with other words a 
'sharp' ('pure') tenuis as in de Romance languages and so on, and that subsequently a 
shift took place with regard to the time, so that the glottal closure (but not the 
opening) now sets in before the oral closure." 
23 Different views on the origin of the Jutland sted and the preaspirations may be 
held. Kortlandt 1987 offers a discussion of earlier proposals and proceeds to give his 
own solution, which regards the phenomena mentioned as reflexes of PIE glottalized 
obstruents. The scope of this paper does not allow for a discussion of alternative 
theories; relevant for our purpose is the fact that all authors analyze the sted and pre­
aspirations as consonant features. 
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8. Conclusion 
8.1 The scheme of par. 5.3 need not be modified. The different be­
haviour of *ei and *ou has been compared with similar data from 
Notker, which suggest that these diphthongs could have counted as se­
quences of short vowel plus resonant, rather than as long vowels. Low 
German dialects offer a parallel for the different treatment of "i and *u, 
which were shortened there at an early stage. Some Low German 
dialects also historically oppose vowels in front of a voiced consonant 
and those in front of a voiceless consonant in length, viz. as longer 
versus shorter variants. 
Structurally, the RhA is nothing more than a specific way in which a 
group of Germanic dialects has phonemicized the opposition between 
sequences of vowel plus voiced consonant versus vowel plus voiceless 
consonant. Intonation was perceived as the distinctive expression of 
this opposition. As a phonetic phenomenon, intonational vowel diffe­
rences depending on the phonation of the following consonant are 
trivial. In a form like "[ri.den}, the vocal cords vibrate uninterrupted 
during vowel and consonant; in "[ri.ten}, the voicing of the Ii:] is 
broken off before the It]. 
8.2 The RhA area is for a large part identical to the linguistic complex 
of Central Franconian and South Low Franconian. The southern border 
is formed by the so-called Hunsriick Barrier, a thick bundle of iso­
glosses separating Central Franconian from Rhine Franconian, the most 
characteristic one being the isogloss between the pronoun dat 'that' to 
the northwest and das to the southeast. The northern limit lies close to 
the Urdinger Line, which separates the ik 'I' area to the north from the 
ich area to the south of it. To the northeast, the presence versus absence 
of the RhA is one of the many isoglosses separating the Franconian 
dialects from Westphalic (cf. Hellberg 1936: 4f. and 57ff.). 
Basically, Ripuarian and Moselle Franconian coincide with the Ger­
manic territories under the influence of Cologne and Trier respectively 
from the Middle Ages onward. The RhA serves as one of the main 
characteristics of Central Franconian, and it is not improbable that the 
seeds of the tone accents (the intonation of *a etc. against "i etc.) go 
back to pre-Carolingian times just like the other important isoglosses 
separating Central Franconian from Rhine Franconian (the Hunsriick 
Barrier) and Westphalic (the Westphalic Line). We have seen internal 
(preservation of *e and *6) and external (shortening of *i and *11 in 
Low German) linguistic evidence in support of such an early date. 
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